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WHAT IS CREATIVITY?
"
. the forming of associative elements into new combinations
which either meet specified requirements, or, are in the same
way, useful . . ."
(Mednich 1962)
,
" . . . great original thoughts or ideas are those which are not
only new to the person who thinks them, but are new to almost
everyone . . ."
(Barron)

Criteria
for Creativity r_____-__-__-__-__
1.
Low probability of occurrence,
be novel or~unexpected .
2.

Appropriate to the situation and/or
to the desires of the producer .

3.

Transendence of conceptual constraint
(defying tradition, yield a new
perspective) .

4.

Coalescence of meaning
(truly innovative creations are
not always obvious at first glance,
but yield multiple interpretations
with continual examinations) .
No absolute criterion for creativity by definition, creativity involves a
judgement linked to a particular social
or cultural context, creating a problem
for the validation of measurement
instruments .
Often, in attempting to validate tests
of creativity, ratings obtained will be
correlated with independent ratings of
creativity .
Another problem is the
extreme difficulty of separating creativity
from other tracts such as competence,
prominence and fame .

Creativity fits into the domain of divergent thinking (this
being characterised as less goal-bound) .
Six abilities that may be important in creativity 1.
2.
3.
4.

Sensitivity to problems,
Fluency - provide multiple responses/answers.
Flexibility - adaptability and ability to change sets .
Originality - low probability of occurrence/has
unusualness .
5 . Re-definition - able to perceive different functions
or alternate uses for a particular object .
6 . Penetration - seeing more things than there are on
the surface .
(Guilford 1957)

Torrance (1967) found that creativity tended to increase from
Years K-3, decreased from Years 3-4, increased from Years 5-6,
decreased from Years 6-7, increased from Years 8-11 and then
saw another period of decrease .
Creative Individuals Highly creative individuals apparently feel less constrained by
social pressures and prefer more unconventional careers . The
conforming person doesn't use his own experience and resources
but depends on experts and authoritative figures .
Creative
person experiences life in his own way, perceives from his own
viewpoint, depends on own background and resources .

Develop entirely new
principles or assumptions .
Improvement through
modification involving
conceptualizing skills
Ingenuity displayed in use
of methods, materials, media .
(e .g . explorers, inventors)
Artistic/scientific productsdevelop techniques for manufacturing finished products .
Independent and spontaneous
expression (Process of
creating is important) .
(Taylor 1959)
Through an analysis of the diverse ways of defining
creativity and the requirements of a definition
suitable for a programme of research focused on
factors affecting creative growth, Torrance defined
creativity as a ptcocess ob becoming 6enzitive to

pnobtem6, debiciencies, gaps in ftnowtedge, missing
etement,s, dishatmonies, and so on ; identibying the
d.ibb .icutty; searching bon 6otutions, making guesses,
on botmutating hypotheses about the debiciencie6 ;
testing and tcete6ting these hypotheses and possibty
modibying and tete~sting them ; and binatt y
communicating the nesufts .

3
There are objections that the term 'creative' should be reserved
exclusively for such fields as art, music, and writing (Kreuter
and Kreuter, 1964 ; Mueller, 1964) and that Torrance's definition
relates only to scientific creativity . However the reactions of
creative artists and writers in describing what happens to them
when they are engaged in the creative process supports the claim
by Torrance that his definition fits their creativity as well as
it does that of the creative scientist .
Another objection to Torrance's definition
of creativity is that it fails to distinguish
between creativity ortcreative problemsolving and other types of problem solving .
Generally speaking Torrance treats creative
thinking as one kind of problem-solving .
Newell, Shaw and Simon (1962) state that
problem-solving may be called creative "to
the extent that one or more of the following
conditions are satisfied :
1 . The product of the thinking has novelty
and value (either for the thinker or for
the culture) .
2 . The thinking is unconventional, in a
sense that it requires modification or
rejection of previously accepted ideas .
3 . The thinking requires high motivation and
persistence, taking place either over
a considerable span of time (continuously
or intermittently) or at high intensity .
4 . The problem as initially posed was vague
and undefined, so that part of the task
was to formulate the problem itself .
Two - Schools -of -Thought
1.

As long as a thought is
original to the thinker,
then it is creative .

2.

The thought must be
original in the context
of the culture .

2.

WHY

TEACH

FOR

CREATIVITY

Some basic premises :
Creative expression is a normal characteristic .
Creativity is the key to education in its fullest
sense .
Everybody can be creative, or has at one time, had
the potential to be creative .
Common Misnomers about Creativity :
"creative activities are about art, craft,
drawing, etc ."
z
"creative activities are noisy"
"some people will never be able to
to be creative"
"we don't have the time/resources"
"creative individual is a neurotic,
introvert withdrawn from mainstream
of society" .
why teach for Creative Thinking?
Knowledge explosion makes it
impossible to design a school
curriculum capable of equipping
children with all knowledge
necessary for coping with future
problems . Consequently less
emphasis needs to be placed on
learning factual content with more
concentrated effort being directed
towards teaching children how to
learn . Future school curriculums
will need to emphasize creativity,
inquiry, learning concepts, and the
use of a wide variety of new learning
resources capable of development of
"divergent" or innovative thought
processes .
It has been suggested that :
- authoritarism teaching methods smother/close questioning
minds of children ;
- children develop creative thinking in spite of, not
because of, educational experiences provided .

INQUIRY METHOD

PROBLEM SOLVING

(convergent thinking)
- deductive ; uses
reasoning skills

CREATIVITY

(divergent thinking)
- inductive ; depends
on creative skills

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

(creative thinking)
- combines both deductive
and inductive

This is the usual
model, we need to
insert a + sign to
combine both C/D
thinking .

Children learn in different ways ; but respond best
to processes that are highly motivational and
enjoyable .
In developing creative thinking teachers will need
to value it more highly as a product of learning
(i .e . needs commitment by teachers) .

"LOOK AT THIS BY PUSHING THE LEVER 20 TIMES
YOU CAN C£ T THE MAN TO WALK OVER HERE
WITH A BANANA "

. . . /6

Ideal Child Checklist
To guide a child to the highest fulfillment of his potentialities, what
characteristics or behaviors should be encouraged - and discouraged?
Indicate your ideas, using the list below : (1) Check (ko) each charac
teristic or behavior that you think should be encouraged ; (`?) doublecheck (kOkO) each characteristic or behavior that you think should be
especially encouraged ; and (3) strike through each characteristic or
behavior that you think should be discouraged .
I . Adventurous, testing limits
2. Affectionate, loving
3. Altruistic, working for good of
others
4. Asking questions about puzzling
things
5. Attempting difficult tasks
A. 1k-coming preoccupied with tasks
7. Competitive, trying to win
8. Confarming
9. Considerate of others
10. Courageous in convictions
ll . Courteous, polite
12. Critical of others
13. Curious, searching
14 . Desirous of excelling
15 . Determined . unflinching
16. Disturbing procedures and organization of the group
17 . Doing work on time
18 . Domineering, controlling
19 . Emotionally sensitive
2o . Energetic, vigorous
21 . Fault-finding, objecting
22 . Fearful, apprehensive
2.3 . Feeling emotions strongly
24 . Guessing, hypot6 ;izing
2S . liaughty and self-satisfied
26 . Healthy
27 . Independent in judqmeat
28 . Independent in thinking
29 . Industrious, busy
30 . Intuitive
31 . Liking to work alone
32 . Neat and orderly
33 . Negativistic, resistant

34.
35 .
36 .
17
38 .
'39.
4t).
41 .
42 .
43 .
44 .
45 .
48 .
47 .
48.
49 .
50 .
5152 .
53 .
54 .
55 .
58 .
57 .
58 .
59 .
60 .
81 .
132
63 .
64 :
65 .
t38.

Never bored, always interested
Obedient, submissive to authority
Persistent, persevering
Physically strong
Popular, well-liked
Preferring (i)mplex tasks
Quiet, not talkative
Receptive to ideas of others
Refined, free of coarseness
Regressing occasionally, may be
Vayfiil. cloddlike, etc.
emembering well
Reserved
Self-assertive
Self-confident
Self-starting, initiating
Self-sufficient
Sense of beauty
Sense of humor
Sincere, earnest
socially well-adjusted
Spirited in disagreement
Striving for distant goals
Stublw,rn, obstinate
Talkative
Thorough
Timid, shy, bashful
Truthful, even when it hurts
Unsophisticated, artless
Unwilling to accept things on
mere say-so
Versatile, well-rounded
Visionary, idealistic
Willing to accept judgments of
aoothnrities
Willing to take risks

DEVELOPED By E. PAUL TOAaANCE
GEORGIA STUDIES OF CREATIVE BEHAVIOR, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
AUGUST 1967

and Creative Potential
It is found that certain high level of I .Q . is required
for creativity, but above this level, an increasing I .Q .
doesn't necessarily make for greater creativity .
What are important are other
factors such as relative absence of repression ;
openness to experience ;
sensitivity ;'
lack of self-defensiveness ;
awareness of people and phenomena
in environment .
I .Q . appears to set an upper level on creative potential .
It does not, however, ensure it .
Correctness/Intelligence, etc .
often there is no correct solution to a problem requiring a
creative response .
Note the distinction between creativity
and intelligence .
No sign of correlation between creativity
and intellegence - given no time constraint on test, and also
- given a non-test atmosphere/appearance to
creativity test item .
Early studies on the relation between
traditional tests of intelligence and
new type tests of creativity were
conducted by Getzels and Jackson (1962)
and replicated by Torrance (1962) . The
major findings indicate that not all
children with high I .Q . scores
obtained high creativity test scores,
or vice versa .
In short, scores
on tests of creativity, while
positively correlated with scores
on tests of intelligence, appeared to
measure something else as well .

8

Testing and Profil es -- Some Thoughts
Number of - responses :
Torrance's early tests count only the total number of
responses . However, this approach has been heavily
criticized . It is debatable whether such tests measure
creativity or motivation, determination or willingness to
follow directions .
Surely if there was reason and
opportunity most people could build
the list endlessly .' If the test
sought to shorten this procedure
by imposing a time limit, then it
becomes a test of writing speech .
Unigueness -of-response :
If test subjects are told that unique responses
they will likely list wildly diverging answers .
know this, they would reasonably list much more
responses, hence achieving little divergency of
be more capable .

score higher
If they don't
conservative
which they may

These points are not raised to
maintain that attempts to obtain
measures of creative thinking are
futile, but rather to go past the
obvious point that creativity tests
do not provide an absolute measure
of creativity to show the reasons
for the subjectivity in such
measurement .
Hammaker, Shafto, Trabasso (1975) make these points
For most purposes it is not
relevant to consider either the
number or the uniqueness of the
responses .
Mere divergence is not significant for something to be truly creative,
it must accomplish a good or solve
a problem that is deemed socially
significant .
Creativity thus entails evaluation,
elaboration and application so that
the ideas are used to some purpose .
Farless (1975) concluded that teacher ratings of creativity and
fellow students' ratings according to categories gave a more
useful guide to creativity than did information from tests .

9

Hammaker et al (1975) suggests that informal evaluation
techniques produced by the teacher are as valid as is
necessary for classroom use and probably more valid than
many commercial tests provided that reasonable consideration
is given to the interpretation of the results .
The Williams Total Creativity Programme (1973) Evaluation is seen as a means of gathering
data about teacher and student behaviour
in a way that develops a creativity rofile ,
which outlines an individual's creative potential .
One problem with the 'profile' approach is that
it may only provide information about the more
creative students . Others in the class may not
receive a mention .
The Torrance Tests A major reason for Torrance developing these,
is his belief that such instruments can
provide a useful basis for making instruction
different for different students .
Knowledge about a person's creative thinking
abilities can provide clues about differential
preferences for ways of learning .
In measuring originality the
reliability of any measuring
instrument is affected by problems
pertaining to scoring procedures,
the scorer, the examiner, the
instrument itself, and the subjects
taking the test .
In testing for originality, it is
important for the examiner to
establish a non-testing atmosphere
in order to reduce the variety of
inhibiting factors that may be
operating . Differences between
examiners may be a factor affecting
reliability . Furthermore, the
scorer's interpretation of the
scoring guide and the necessity to
make subjective judgements concerning
the recognition of original responses
may bias the reliability of the data .
In the same way, motivation, stress,
and mental health, play an important
part in the efficacy of creative
behaviour and changes in these factors
will affect data reliability .

10
Overall, while they are less reliable than intelligence
tests, BATTERIES of creativity tests tend to have fairly
good reliability, but individual sub-tests do not .
Tests for creativity are restricted because of the difficulty
of measuring transcendence of constraint or coalescence of
meaning .
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to Problems
Institutions Suggest two improvements for each of several institutions or
.
'`customs
Given institution Marriage
Possible improvements
Courses on training for marriage in high school
Introduce custom of women proposing to men
~. ;

t
_

Fluency
Brick Uses (fluency) List many different uses for a common back, the total number
given being the score
Flexibility (visual)
Penetration of Camouflage (An experimental U S Air Force test .)
'Find as many hidden faces as possible urn a complex scene .
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Originality

Plot Titles (clever) Write tales for short-story plots, only clever ones bung counted
toward the score
Sample plot A new clerk in a department store . i n ant!cipation of winter .
ordered 100 dozen gloves but forgot to specify that they should be in pairs The
store now has 100 dozer, left-handed gloves
If Your Child Is Left-handed .
Possible clever titles "Southpaw's Delight .
Don't Worry . ''Left with a Lot of Lefts''
Redefinition
Object Synthesis Combine two common objects to make a new one .
Given objects pliers and shoestring
Possible composites pendulum, weapon
Penetration
Seeing Different Meanings Write as many as four different meanings for
common words
Sample word Scale
Possible meanings A balance for we ghing . fish scales . consecutive musical
~,

wall
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orrance .ests
:

Below are cone examples of test items taken saroles of Torrance's tests :
: On this page, write out all o_` the 2uestions you can
ASKING
ctivity 1 .
Ask all of t':
hink of about the picture of the page opposite this one .
Do not
uestions you would need to ask to know for sure 'chat is happening .
You can
sk questions which can be answered just by looking at the drawing .
ontinue to look bac4 at the drawing as much as you want to .
In the space below, list as many possible
ctivit 2 .
GUESSING CAUSES :
You may use
auses as you can of the action shown in the picture on page 2 .
in
things
that
are
happening
might
have
happened
just
before
the
things that
that
made
these
things
happened
a
long
time
ago
the picture, or something that
Don't be afraid to guess .
happen .
Make as many guesses as you can .
In the spaces below, last as ,..an, . .
ctivity 3 .
GUESSING CCNS" XUENCES :
'v; .'. .._ i s ta .{- .
can
of w`at might har : e .^. as a result
" ossibll-ties as yo'. ,
YzU . . .
..=c _ . .~ . . ;~ _ . .~_
lace in the D1_-lire o^. :~3ze 2 .
afterwards or things that might happen as a result long after--;aids in t "- e
Don't be afraid to guess .
uture .
Make as many guesses as you can .

.

IMPROVEMENT :
In the middle of this rage is a sketch
PRODUCT
Kctivitv 4 .
can buy in most dime stores for about
stuffed
toy
monkey
of
the
kind
you
5f a
tall and weighs about_ six ounces .
dollars
.
It
is
about
six
inches
one to two
this
and
the
next
one,
list the cleverest, most inter
In the spaces on
page
for
changing this toy monkey so that
esting and unusual ways you can think of
children will have more fun playing with it . Do not worry about how much the
Think only about what would make it more fun to rplay with
change would cost .
as a toy .
UNUSUAL USES (Tin Cans )
Most people throw t:,eir tin cans
ctivit 5 .
In t'-e spaces
way, but they have thousands of interesting and unusual uses .
elow and on the next page, list as many of these interestinc and unusual u=-_s
You may
Do not limit yourself to any one size of can .
s you can think of .
.- .
SEE
. .a'._
like .
Dc not lirlt `' _rself to t.-e .. :eS
use as zany car's as
or heard about ; think about as many possible new uses as you can .
UNUSUAL : 2UESTIONS :
In this activity, ;Iou are to think of as
ctivit 6 .
tin
cans
.
These questions should lead to a
many questions as you can about
variety of different answers and might arouse interest and curiosity in
Try to think of questions about aspects of tin
Mothers concerning tin cans .
cans which people do not usually think about .
You will now be given an improbable sit-;aticn JUST
~ctivity 7 .
SUPPOS E :
You will have to Just suppose that it :^.as
one that will probably never happen. .
This will give you a chance to use your imagination to think out all
.happened .
of the other exciting things that would happen IF this improbable situation
were to come true .
In your imagination, just suppose that the situation described were to
happen .
THEN think of all of the other things that would happen because of
it .
In other words, what would be the consequences? Make as many guesses
as you - can .
The improbable situation - JUST SUPPOSE a great fog were to fall over the
:- wC_ ; 1 A happen'
w
earth and all we could see of people would be their feet . .at
earth?
List
your
ideas
and
guesses or. t ::e
How would this change life or. the
next page .
. . . /13
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PICTURE
8.
CONSTRUCTION :
Below is a piece of coloured paper in
kvi_
form of a curved crape .
Think of a picture or an object which you can
On the back of these shapes you
draw with this piece of paf .e r as a part .
Look .
Now you can
will find a thin layer of paper that can be peeled away .

stick your coloured shape wherever you want it to make the picture you have
in mind . Stick yours on the next page where you want it and press down on
it . Then add lines with your pencil or crayon to make your picture .

Try to think of a picture that no one else will thin}: of .
Keep adding
new ideas to your first idea to make it tell as interesting and as exciting
a story as you can .
When you have completed your picture, think up a name or title for it
and write it at the bottom of the page in the space provided . Make your
title as clever and unusual as possible .
1'se it to help tell your story .
x
Activity 9 .
P I= RE Cam .' :r1YTI ;:N :
By adding lines to the incomplete figures
on this and the next page, ; .. can sketch some interesting objet=s or pictures .
Again, try to think of some picture or object that no one else will think of .
Try to make it tell as complete and as interesting a story as you can by adding to and building up your first idea .
Make up an interesting title for each
of your drawings and write it at the bottom of each block next to the number
of the figure .
Activity 10 .
CIRCLES
:
In ten minutes see how many objects or pictures
you can make from the circles below and on the next page .
The circles should
With pencil or crayon add lines to
be the main part of whatever you make .
You can place marks inside the circles,
the circles to complete your picture .
outside the circles, or both inside and outside the circles - wherever you
Try to think of things that no one
want to in order to make your picture .
else will think of . Make as many different pictures or objects as you can
and put as many ideas as you can in each one . Make them tell as complete and
Add names or titles below the objects .
as interesting a story as you can .
Activities 1 - 7 are drawn from Torrance's "Thinking Creatively with
words ."
'
Activities S - 10 are drawn from Torrance's "Thinking Creatively with
Pictures" .

Sccriny of ezt RC : .,IIIT
Torrance p=bvides detailed accounts of the rationale behind each item and
suggests a method of scoring the items based partly on the number of responses
and partly on the originality of the responses . Unusual responses, on a
Thus
percentile basis, score higher according to their degree of unusualness .
of
information
about
the
the final score for a subject can provide a variety
number of responses or the unusualness of the responses or both can be combined
to provide a gross index of creativity for that item .

List as many uses as you can for a
wire clothes hanger .
(Et doesn't need
to be any good as a clothes hanger
afterwards .)

NOTE: This type of activity is included
in some creativity tests as an indication
Oppononts of such
of flexible thinkinca .
tests say that they measure only endurance .

Add to this sketch of a stuffed toy dog some improvement that you think will
make it more interesting to play with .

.

Complete this figure in such a way as to make an interesting picture. Add
details to make it tell an interesting story .

1 . Fluent Thinking
Fluent thinkers usually contribute
more than. one answer to produce the
greatest quantity of ideas, questic^.s,
solutions or responses .
A count of these things indicates
a child's fluency of thought .

A child who :
1)
asks many questions, but who
also offers many answers to questions
asked by others .

2 . Flexible Thinking
Flexible thinkers usually try to be
different by seeking to produce a
variety of ideas, questions solutions
or responses .
They have the ability
to change the direction of their
thinking .
A count of the number of changes
in thinking or the different categories
produced indicates a child's flexibility
in thinking .

A child who :
1)
suggests various ways to use an
object besides its usual use .

3 . Original Thinking
Original thinkers usually produces
clever ideas or novel expressions
and try to solve problems in new ways .
A count of the number of uncommon
responses indicates a child's
originality .

A child who :
1)
strives to invent new solutions
even when the problem is solved .

4 . Elaborative Thinking
Elaborative thinkers usually want
to modify or expand upon things by
seeking to embellish ideas, solutions
or responses .
A court of the number of times
a child adds on details is an
indication of elaborative/~thinking .
V~ ~/'' A

A child who :
1)
realises deeper meanings to answers
or solutions and produces more detailed
steps .

2)
has a wide range of vocabularly
with which to express ideas .
3)
voluntarily completes more
assignments than others .

2)
can usually think of a variety
of solutions to a problem and who
can offer different interpretations
to a picture or story other than
the one being considered .
3)
takes a different position in a
discussion from the rest of the class .

2)
questions old methods and tries
to discover new ways .
3)
is a non-conformist and continually
thinks or behaves differently .

2)
adds colours, lines and details
to partially completed drawings .
3)
appreciates the ideas of others
and proceeds to modify them .
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TESTS OF CONVERGENT CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING ABILITY
Below are some examples from tests commonly used to grade students on
their mental abilities . These tests require convergent analysis .
Example 1 .

Which figure belongs in the empty square?

3

6

Fwlk
J

Example 2 .

W

Which fiqure differs from the other four?

Nuo

Example_ 3 .
(1)

5

3

ROOF is to COVER

room

Example 4 .

(2)

as FLrOP is to -

support

(3)

carpet

(4) level

(5) earth . . .(

)

Which two of the following statements mean most nearly the same?

(1) A fool sees not the same tree that a wise man sees .
(2) Straight trees have crooked roots .
(3) The tree is known by its fruits .
(4) He that is wise by day is no fool by night .
(5) A fool is known by his words .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(

S

Example 5 . Which two of the following statements together prove that : "Last
week, all the city buildings were decorated with flags for the Jubilee"?
(1) The city looked very gay during Jubilee week, with flags on every building .
(2) Last week,

the city buildings were illuminated .

(3) Many shop windows were decorated for the occasion .
(4) Last week all the city shops had sold out of flags .
(5)

In the week just gone by, many people had a holiday to celebrate the
Jubilee .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .(
f~
)
Example 6 .
There are five books with either red, green or yellow covers on a
shelf . No two of the same colour are next to each other .
What is the greatest
number of books which can have the same coloured cover?
. . . . . . .(
)

)
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Example 7
Find the number which
should be in the square with the
question mark, and write it in the
brackets .

.

2

3

6
?

Example 8 Find out how the following numbers go .
in the brackets .

a
40

Write the missing numbers

32
Example 9

Such tests are readily available and are cormmonly used by schools to build
a profile of students' thinking cacahilities .
The tests are almost entirely
focused upon. convergent thinking skills .
Although many of the skills relevant
to these examples are also relevant to creative problem-solving examples, such
tests can only be a partial q ,-:ide to a student's problem-solving ability .
These
tests are not diagnesti~: and hence cannot be a guide as to the precise skills
that the students require in order to answer the items .

Examples 1 and 2 are taken from "A Scale of Non-Verbal Mental Ability"
J . W . Jenkins A . C . E . R .

by

Examples 3, 4 and S are taken from "Advanced Test AL" by A .C .E .R .
Examples 6, 7 and 8 are taken from "Higher Test Form W section G" by A .C .E .R .
Examples
and lq are taken from "Revised Minnesota PaRer Form Board Test" by
~iNer_ and _- :a_ ::a .
':ew Y=rk ;.n iv ersitv .

PUZZLING
GROCERIES
This is a very strange notice
board to see outside a grocery
shop, isn't it? You would
probably be very puzzled, and
go in to ask the owner what it
meant. He would tell you that
it was a list of groceries on sale
at the shop, but using symbols
instead
of letters of the
alphabet . Each symbol stands
for the same letter of the
alphabet all the way through
the list.
fan you work out what
Ghe groceries are 7

An examination of the reasons for the Second Player's guesses shows
how convergent thinking was applied to the inquiry process .
Guess A

825

Guess B

136

Trial-and-error question ~no ticks ;,8,2 and 5

J

are not in .

Trial-and-error question ,one tick .'. 1,3 or 6 included .
Also the remaining digits 4, 7 and 9 must include
two digits .
That is to say ;

Guess C

197

J

If 8, 2, 5

(no ticks)

and 1, 3, 6

(one tick)

then 9, 7 , 4

(two ticks)

Purpose of guess : Trying to locate the correct
digit in Guess B and also searching for information
about 4, 7 and 9 .

J

6

Because 197 = J then 1 is not a Secret Digit .
?WASCNING :
Any two of the three digits, 9, 7 and 4
must
./ or
by themselves . See *abotie
As only
was scored from 197 it must mean the
tick belongs to either the 7 or the 9 .
It also follows that because one tick belongs to the
7 or the 9 then the remaining tick must belong to the 4

,Vj

J

SUMMARY OF

INF~;R-"ATICN

CAINFD FR()M ',~'FSS C .

1 not included,3 or 6 included,9 or 7 included,
4 included .
Guess D

394

11/V/

Furpo Ses o f guess :
an3 9 or 7 .

Testing the inclusion of 3 or 6

A helpful response would have been :

,/,/J

solution found!

or
./,c3 and 9 are e)Cluded and so the secret Digits
would be 674 .

JJ

The response
requires another thoughtful guess
as possible answers could be :
a)

496

b)

473

This is because it is unclear whether one of the
ticks belongs to the 3 or the 9 .
Guess E

496

V/

Guess F

473

V~J

Therefore the Secret Digits must be 4, 7 and 3 .
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Teacher's Observational Checklist of
THINKING BEHAVIOURS
upils' Names

Fluent
Thinking

Flexible
Thinking

Original
Thinking

Elaborative
Thinking

Total

Instructions For Use :
Place the names of the pupils in your class down the left-hand column .
After you are sure you understand the meanings of the four thinking behaviours
shown in the preceding list, rate each pupil as you observe these thinking
behaviours by placing a tally mark under the appropriate thinking behaviour
column . After all of your observations are completed, sum each pupil's
obtained tally marks for a total score and enter this in the right-hand
column .
This indicates each pupil's thinking power as you have observed it .
These scores should then be entered in each individual child's Creative
Potential Profile .
AVERAGE AGE OF
"CHILDREN

YEARS .

CHRISTIAN NAMES
OF CHILDREN

2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

GROUP TOTALS

ti
0)
w
fi o
. fi
f~
`,
.y
fi y y^'yy . J.-y
,
to
bi.-I f4
,~ y
,
A
.,
gr,
W~ti ti

tiff
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CREATIVE POTENTIAL PROFILE
Observational Data

Pupil's Name

Thinking Behaviours
Fluent Thinking

Grade

Date

Number of Times Behaviour Observed
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15

Over
15

Flexible Thinking
Original Thinking
Elaborative Thinking
TOTAL THINKING POWER
Feeling Behaviours
Curiosity
Imagination
Risk Taking

7-

Complexity
TOTAL FEELING POWER
Remarks :

Class Average
Shaded Bar = Child's Profile

CREATIVE POTENTIAL PROFILE
Measurement Data
10

20

Percentle
40
50

30

60

70

80

100

90

Self Concept

Self Esteem
Sociometr,c
Thinking Behaviors
Fluency
Flexibility
Origin a li ty
Elaboration
Total
Feeling Behaviors

gural
Verbal
Figural
I,
Verbal
I'
Fi gural
Verbal
/I
iguray,~ .
Verbal
'
Figural
I
Verbal
i

r

Curiosity
I rmag . nat,on
II

Risk Taking
Complexity
Total

_

--

Pe " sonal,ty Factors
A

Reserved to Outgoing

B

Inter gence Less to More

E

Submissive to Dominant

F

Happy-go-Lucky to Serious

H

Shy to Venturesorna

l

Tough minded to Sensitive

N

Forthright to Shrewd

I

I

T-

I

I
I

I ntell,gerses
_ Achievement
Verbal
Sciantif is
Social

I

I

I

I

1

t

i

I

1

1
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5.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CLASSROOM
There seems to be two general ideas on how creative thinking
can best be developed in the classroom ; either by integration
into already-defined subject areas, or by being taught as a
separate subject .
It has been generally accepted that, from a
planning and management viewpoint, that the first alternative is
the more efficient, though de Bono points out that "thinking",
as a separate subject is being increasingly taught as a subject
in various countries .
Inquiry in the child's way of learning - he seeks data,
(curiosity being the catalyst), through play, discovery and
involvement .
DISCOVERY IS THE MEANS--~ INVOLVEMENT THE METHOD
THE MORE CHOICES,
THE MORE INVOLVEMENT

CONNOTES COMMITMENT

LEADS TO
The young child learns through questioning, both verbal
and non-verbal . Questioning is curiosity in action .
Adult response has a great effect on questioning ;
- shouldn't stifle, but rather encourage inquiry .
Creative teacher capitalises
on a child's innate
curiosity - plans to use this
to lead to discovery .
Creative abilities determine
the level of creativity
potential ; cultural and
environmental and temperamental traits determine
whether or not potential
is realized

By always doing, or ensuring
that children always do
things the 'right' way, or,
never change routines, rather
than experiencing the joy of
manipulating, discovering,
experimenting, the joy of
creating maybe lost .
(not suggesting no direction
or control ; but . . .)
(touching up children's art
work to make it 'look better' . . .)

Discovery needs favourable conditions
to function well
When discovery learning is emphasized, the student
takes increasing responsibility for his own learning .
When used as a teaching strategy it leads to students
making correct inferences from previous information and
to discover generalizations and inferences .
This follows on to small group involvement, catering
for development of self-discipline, and responsibility .

Creative or -original -behaviour -can -be -encouraged -by
Creating a conductive
environment .
A non-test-like learning
situation is more conductive for facilitating
creative behaviour .
Competition and emphasis
on 'correctness' can
stifle creativity .
Use of associative play,
discovery, problem solving,
intuitive thinking .
Encourage divergent
thought .

Specific originality
training .
Reinforcing original behaviour
when it is seen to occur,
doesn't necessarily consider
the appropriateness of it . Not
necessarily any transfer/
generalization of acceptance
from specific point to other
aspects .

How?

Encounter the
unexpected and
'deepen expectations

Build Creative
Reading Skills

Heighten
Anticipation

Learning Creativity takes place in the process of
becoming sensitive to/aware of problems, deficiencies,
gaps in knowledge, missing elements, disharmonies, etc .
bringing together in new relationships, available exisiting
information .
defining the difficulty of identifying the missing elements .
searching for solutions, making guesses, formulating hyphotheses about problems .
e test/re-test hypothesis, modifying and re-testing .
perfecting hypoheses and communicating results .
Fundamental - Characteristics - of - Creative - Activities
1.
2.
3.

Incompleteness and openness .
Producing something and using it .
Using pupil questions .

X . PsjcboloSir4 mltty. This may be established by three associated processes.
L.4ccepting the individual as of unconditional worth. Whenever a teacher, parent, therapist, or other person with a facilitating
function feels basically that this individual is of worth in his own
right and in his own unfolding, no matter what his present condition
or behavior, he is fostering creativity . This attitude can probably be
genuine only when the teacher, parent, etc., senses the potentialities
of the individual and thus is able to have an unconditional faith in
him, no matter what his present state.
The effect on the individual as he apprehends this attitude, is to
sense a climate of safety . He gradually learns that he can be whatever he is, without sham or facade, since he seems to be regarded as
of worth no matter what he does. Hence he has less need of rigidity,
can discover what it means to be himself, can try to actualize lunnself in new and spontaneous ways. He is, in other words, moving
toward creativity .
2. Providing a climate in which external evaluation is absent .
When we cease to form judgments of the other individual from our
own locus of evaluation, we arc fostering creativity . For the individual to find hims:rif in an atmosphere where he is not being
evaluated, not being measured by some external standard, is enormously freeing. Evaluation is always a threat, always creates a need
for defensiveness, always means that some portion of experience
must be denied to awareness. If this product is evaluated as good by
external standards, then I must not admit my own dislike of it. If
what l ann doing is bad by external standards, then I inust not be
aware of the fact that it seems to be me, to be part of myself . But
if judgments based on external standards arc not being made then
1 can be more open to my experience, can recognize my own likings
and dislikings, the nature of the materials and of my reaction to
them, more sharply and more sensitively. I can begin to recognize
the locus of evaluation within myself. Hence I am moving toward
creativity .
To allay some possible doubts and fears in the reader, it should
be pointed out that to cease evaluating another is not to cease having
reactions. It may, as a matter of fact, free one to react. "I don't
like your idea" (or painting, or invention, or writing), is not an
evaluation, but a reaction . It is subtly but sharply different from a
judgment which says, "What you are doing is bad (or good), and
this quality is assigned to you from some external source ." The first
statement permits the individual to maintain his own locus of evalua-

tion. It holds the possibility that I am unable to appreciate something which is actually very good. The second statement, whether
it praises or condemns, tends to put the person at the mercy of outside forces. He is being told that he cannot simply ask himself
whether thus product is a valid expression of himself; he must be
concerned with what others think. He is being led away from
creativity .
3. Understanding empathically . It is this which provides the
ultimate in psychological safety, when added to the other two. If
1 say that I "accept" you, but know nothing of you, this is a shallow
acceptance indeed, and you realize that it may change if I actually
conic to know you . But if I understand you ennpathically, see you
and what you are feeling and doing from your point of view, enter
your private world and sec it as it appears to you --- and still accept
you - then this is safety indeed . In this clinnatc you can permit your
real self to emerge, and to express itself in varied and novel fonnings
as it relates to the world. This is a basic fostering of creativity .
Y. Psycbological freedow. When a teacher, parent, therapist, or
other facilitating person permits the individual a complete freedom
of symbolic expression, creativity is fostered . This permissiveness
gives the individual complete freedom to think, to feel, to be, whatever is most inward within himself. It fosters the openness, and the
playful and spontaneous juggling of percepts, concepts, and meanings, which is a part of creativity.
Note that it is complete freedom of symbolic expression which is
described. To express in behavior all feelings, impulses, and formings may not in all instances be freeing. Behavior nay in some
instances be limited by society, and this is as it should be. But symbolic exprenion need not be litnited. Thus to destroy a hated object
(whether one's mother or a rococo building) by destroying a symbol of it, is freeing. To attack it in reality may create guilt and
narrow the psychological freedom which is experienced. (I feel
unsure of this paragraph, but it is the best formulation I can give at
the moment which seems to square with my experience .)
The permissiveness which is being described is not softness or
indulgence or encouragement. It is permission to be free, which also
means that one is responsible. The individual is as free to be afraid
of a new venture as to be eager for it; free to bear the consequences
of his mistakes as well as of his achievements . It is this type of freedom responsibly to be oneself which fosters the development of a
secure locus of evaluation within oneself, and hence tends to bring
about the inner conditions of constructive creativity .

"PROFILE OF A CREATIVE TEACHER"
Characteristics
Warmth and spontaneity
Infectious enthusiasm
Sense of humor
Flexibility
High level of energy
Innovative abilities
Provocative
Adaptable
Genuine love of learning
Committed to excellence

Behaviour Controls
General -Knowledge
Creative process
Child growth and creative
behaviour
Principles of creativity
Educational principles and
practices
Broad general education
Cultural background
General Skills
Communication
Group dynamics
Problem-solving

Abilities
Skill in :
identifying and developing pupil's
creative potential
teacher-pupil planning
communication
encouraging new ideas
decision making
problem-solving
utilizing research findings in
teaching tasks
motivating children's creative
behaviour
creating a climate conducive to
creative endeavour
using and teaching creative thinking
techniques

Interests, Attitudes, Values
Acceptance of all children
Belief in the value of creative
expression
Recognition of work in all
individuals

Health
Physical
Mental
Emotional
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Creative Positives of Disadvantaged Children
From the workshops and other experiences with disadvantaged
children, I have formulated what 1 consider the creative positives of
disadvantaged children. I contend that it will not be possible to find
hidden talents among disadvantaged children as long as we insist on
identifying only those kinds of talent that will persist and lead to outstanding success in spite of the toughest kinds of deprivation, degradation, and dit:couragement . We shall also fail as long as we are interested
only in those kinds of talent that the dominant, advantaged culture
values. We must also look for and cultivate talents of the type that
are valued in the various disadvantaged subcultures of our country .
My position is that not only should we identify and cultivate the
talents valued by a particular subculture, but that we shall be More
successful if we do. Criticisms of our established talent assessment
procedures when applied to disadvantaged children and youth are too
well known to be enumerated . On the positive side, we can point with
some degree of success in the identification and cultivation of talent
among disadvantaged groups in instrumental and vocal music, dancing,
dramatics, visual art, and athletics. Even here, there has been gross
neglect of talent. There has always been far more of this kind of talent
than we have been willing to recognize and use .
I have offered two suggestions for finding hidden talent among
disadvantaged children, and my colleague, Kay I3ruch, has offered a
third . It seems to me that a part of the difficulty, but only a part of it,
lies in the nature of the talent tests, whatever their nature . Most of theta
require that the child respond in terms of the experiences cotnnron in
our dominant, advantaged culture . The disadvantaged child is not permitted to respond in terms of his own experiences, the experiences
common in his culture or unique to hiMself . Most tests of creativityand the Turrunce Tests o f Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1966) in particular-permit disadvantaged children to respond in terms of their own
experiences . This increases the chances of obtaining responses and snakes
it possible to evaluate the responses in terms of the child's experiences,
whatever they might be.
Other problems of talent identification are almost completely outside the nature of the instruments used in the process . In order to
obtain an _ndtc.
of l.otcntiality rout a child, it is necessary to
motivate lusts to display that potentiality and to feel psyclto1ogically
safe its doing so. We stout continue to search for test Al 16 [list rat lon
procedures that are practical, and yet that achieve results sittular to
the creati% sty svorksltop format .
Kay 13ruch ( 19ti9) lt :ts shade " tuOtltcr important point . Site contcvtds that, for tltc disadvant .cgccl, the identification ctucstiott c ;ttutot
bc ssltctltcr they fu . rlorttt out tests ()f tutclhgcucc or adttc%cutcta at a
currently high Icvcl, but wltctltcr there are indices of probable dcveluptttettt to higher levels titan durst. a t which they now futtctiott. Site
olfcrs its an cxcnttplc a youth whet bad ch"ntonstratcd c~ccl>tictt1,11 talcttt
to music, :t culturally \altucd talcttt atttong slit black disadvantage(l .
She argues that this )octtlt stay also be ablt" to futtctiutt more" lolly
through latent abilities its acadcutic areas . Sltc suggests that tluough
his specific culturally valued talcttt, music, a devc1opntcntal program
tilt.
tu"cdc "d ;tlulitics in vocabulary fluency and
could bc" built for
comprehension, matltentatical symbolic thntking, and other thinking
processes .
I bclicve that tin " lollowing six creative" positives of disadvantaged
children occur to a Iuglt degree among tht "nt and cart ^ Ix" used as tilt.
basis for successful educational programs for them ;

s

I . High Non-Verbal Fluency arul Originality. On the figural
forts of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking ( 1Jfi6), disadvantaged

groups aluoost always hold their usvuu ur cvcn
similar adv,unut :uged
groulw Thus sterns to (told true ill a variety of loc .ulitit's throughout
the United States and for Negroes, American Indians, MexicauAmericanns, and Caucasians .

High Creature Productivity in S»urll Cruups . Inn my e\pcrience, I have found disadvantaged cliildr nu to be more highly productive ill sonall gruel» than as iodividuals or ill large group situatunus .
"Iluey even become quite verbal ill sunall group creative problems-soMug
situations and seem less inhibited than more advantaged children.
°_ .

3. Adeptness in Visual Art Activities . In every disadvantaged
group with wluidu I leave worked, there have Ix-eu suurprisnogly large
ounubcrs of tilted artists . Ill s011W cases, they have persisted ill being
copyists rattier than trust their own originality . They 1x" eouuu" more
imaginative and ioventivc as they Iwcouac unvol\'ed ill group activities
such as puppetry, making large paintings, and the like.
ties .

High Creativity ill Alouement, Darwe, and Other Physical Activi-

Uisadvantagcd children seeun to take naturally to work ill creative
movement, dance, and other physical activuturs . !klany of tlu-m will
work hard at these activities and dcvelulu considerable discipline . Two
of the girls in our 1968 workshop won district Hula Hoop championships, and one of them later won the city championship and was second
place winner in the state contest . In 1969, Hula Hoops and Frisbees
again proved to be activities through which children developed discipline and achieved considerable success .

5. High Motivation by Games, Music, Sports, Humor, and Concrete Objects . The warm-up effects of games, music, sports, humor,

and the like seem to enable disadvantaged children to achieve a higher
level of mental functioning than otherwise attained . Success in these
activities gives us something on which to build other skills and competencies .

6. Language Rich in Imagery. In telling stories, making up songs,
spontaneously enacting dramas, and producing solutions to problems,
disadvantaged children's language is rich in imagery.
These six characteristics I would like to call the "Creative Positives
of Disadvantaged Children." I believe that it is upon these positives
that we can and must build educational programs for "the unrecognized
and unawakened potential of disadvantaged children ."

these relevant to
P .S .P . children?

8.

WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME
a)

b)

What are the implications for my own work as regards the
development of creative thinking, with specific relation
to 1.

how important I see it

2.

specific subjects

3.

incorporation of creative thinking into other subject
areas OR its involvement as a separate subject

4.

overall cuss organization

5.

class environment .

Should there be specific provisions for creative thinking
in school policy statements?
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